REVIVAL!

In view of the very great interest of student opinion in favor of a revival of the "Tech Circus," the fact that yesterday morning the Institute Committee it was assured that a Circus Committee will soon be appointed should be among the most joyous events to the whole school. The athletes were well above the school average. Of course we are barbarians to take delight in this information, but what an Eddie Casey in his day! We feel the proper amount of unselfish cooperation between the proper groups.

Parking Machine Will Help Traffic Problem
High Garage with Small Bases

A vertical parking machine, for 48 cars, will be placed in operation in Chicago's Loop district early next year. This, together with the old horizontal Emery testing machine, will leave open two bays for automobiles; after one is parked a vacant bay will open in a continuous chain principle, the vertical parking machine being made in Philadelphia. In the new device the loads will be supported by a vertical停车机将帮助交通问题
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